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Abstract Scientific literature contains a lot of mean-
ingful objects such as Figures, Tables, Definitions, Al-
gorithms, etc., which are called Knowledge Cells here-
after. An advanced academic search engine which could
take advantage of Knowledge Cells and their various re-
lationships to obtain more accurate search results is ex-
pected. Further, it’s expected to provide a fine-grained
search regarding to Knowledge Cells for deep-level in-
formation discovery and exploration. Therefore, it is im-
portant to identify and extract the Knowledge Cells and
their various relationships which are often intrinsic and
implicit in articles. With the exponential growth of sci-
entific publications, discovery and acquisition of such
useful academic knowledge impose some practical chal-
lenges For example, existing algorithmic methods can
hardly extend to handle diverse layouts of journals, nor
to scale up to process massive documents. As crowd-
sourcing has become a powerful paradigm for large scale
problem-solving especially for tasks that are difficult for
computers but easy for human, we consider the prob-
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lem of academic knowledge discovery and acquisition as
a crowd-sourced database problem and show a hybrid
framework to integrate the accuracy of crowdsourcing
workers and the speed of automatic algorithms. In this
paper, we introduce our current system implementa-
tion, a Platform for Academic kNowledge Discovery
and Acquisition (PANDA), as well as some interesting
observations and promising future directions.
Keywords Knowledge acquisition · Crowdsourcing ·
Knowledge cells · Academic knowledge graph
1 Introduction
With an exponential growth of scientific publications,
the wealth of academic knowledge within scientific pub-
lications is of significant importance for researchers.
Traditional web-based systems usually provide litera-
ture search and retrieve services through a user-friendly
search interface, such as Google scholar1, DBLP2, ACM
Digital Library3, arXiv4, etc. They enable users to find
papers via keywords or via faceted search on some meta-
data information including the title, abstract, journal
name or conference name, information about the au-
thors (e.g. names, e-mails, affiliations), and then rank
the related papers according to the relevance, citations
and published date, etc. There is no doubt that this
kind of search pattern has brought great convenience
in the last decade. However, researchers are often over-
whelmed by the long list of search results. They have to
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Fig. 1 Knowledge Cell Search Results of Pandasearch
one by one. It is very time-consuming and costly espe-
cially when some papers are found useless and dropped
by the users at last. Recently, we have developed a
novel academic search engine named PandaSearch [11]
that aims to provide a fine-grained academic search.
As is shown in Fig. 1, when users submit a keyword
like “inverted list”, the system returns a list of mean-
ingful information objects such as Definitions, Algo-
rithms, Figures, Tables, and Theorems that are most
relevant to the keyword, instead of a long list of pa-
pers. All of these meaningful objects will be defined as
“Knowledge Cells” in Section 3, and what’s more,
Knowledge Cells and their various relationships could
be used to build an “Academic Knowledge Graph”
which would help to not only improve the results’ qual-
ity of traditional academic search but also provide com-
prehensive information discovery and exploration. For
example, an Algorithm A proposed in one article might
have association with Algorithm B in another article,
while it describes the relationship between Algorithm
B and Definition C. Thus we can deduce the relation-
ship A-C via B which may be never mentioned in both
articles.
Obviously, the most important prerequisite is to cor-
rectly identify and extract Knowledge Cells including
the names, contents and contexts, as well as some re-
lationships among them. To achieve this goal, we face
the following challenges.
The first challenge is to identify and extract each
Knowledge Cell correctly. Although PDF has become
the de facto standard of science literature, a PDF doc-
ument is more complex than it seems. Human can easily
deduce the structure and semantics of different charac-
ters and pictures on a page, but it is hard for computer
algorithms. The main reason is that PDFs intrinsically
do not contain or store enough structural information,
they only provide the rendering information of individ-
ual text fragments for final presentation. Currently, a
range of methods and techniques have been employed to
(a) Different Documents with Different Layouts
(b) Identical Document with Different Layouts
Fig. 2 An Example of Layouts of Figures
identify the regions as chunks or blocks from PDFs and
classify them into “rhetorical” categories through com-
binations of heuristics, rule-based methods, clustering
and supervised learning [17]. However, they can hardly
extend and scale up due to: (i) the variety of different
journal layouts, and (ii) specific characteristics of each
type of Knowledge Cells, as well as (iii) the layouts of
Knowledge Cells often vary with different documents.
For example, in Fig. 2a, the layouts of Knowledge Cells
are always changing with different documents from dif-
ferent conferences or journals. In Fig. 2b, we selected
page 9-11 from [25]. We can see that even in the same
document, the layouts of Knowledge Cells are still dif-
ferent with each other. There are at least three different
layouts of 11 logical objects including one Table and 10
Figures. Therefore, this poses a cumbersome task to
current rule-based or machine learning based extract-
ing algorithms.
The second challenge is to extract the contents, key
phrases and contexts of Knowledge Cells to facilitate
users in searching information. Sometimes, important
information about Knowledge Cells is implied in the
captions of Figures, specifications of Algorithms, and
the content of a Knowledge Cell is hard for a computer
to understand precisely. This poses a great challenge for
algorithms to precisely extract the Knowledge Cells.
The third challenge is to extract the various seman-
tic relationships between Knowledge Cells in order to
build an Academic Knowledge Graph. As mentioned
above, the relationships are usually implied or hidden
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in the sentences of the article. For example, if an arti-
cle says “We continue the example of Figure XXX to
illustrate the algorithm of ...”, it usually indicates the
relationship between a Figure and an Algorithm in the
identical article. And another sentence, e.g. “By Theo-
rem YYY and Theorem ZZZ of [WWW], this theorem is
proved...”can be used to introduce the relationships of
several Theorems from two different papers. Sometimes,
the relationships tend to be rare and may not explicitly
appear in any specific sentence. Moreover, some rela-
tionships require expertise to be recognized. Hence tex-
tual analytic techniques using Natural Language Pro-
cessing or Machine Learning algorithms hardly return
perfect results.
As crowdsourcing has become a powerful paradigm
for large scale problem-solving especially for those tasks
that are difficult for computers but easy for human
[8, 24], we make use of crowdsourcing to identify and
extract those Knowledge Cells as well as their relevant
key information and relationships from huge amount of
PDFs. It is notable that during the process of identifi-
cation and extraction, some activities can generally be
broken into small tasks which are often repetitive and
do not require any specific expertise. For example, a hu-
man worker can almost effortlessly locate the content of
a Figure by browsing the PDF pages and then crop the
content only by “drag and draw”. The cooperation of
human and machine participants can help researchers
to resolve large-scale complex problems in a more ef-
ficient way. On the one hand, leveraging human input
can bring higher accuracy. On the other hand, if a great
number of PDFs are crowdsourced, the cost will dra-
matically increase in terms of money or the processing
time. Therefore, the natural alternative is to combine
the accuracy of human with the speed and cost effec-
tiveness of computer algorithms.
In summary, this article makes the following contri-
butions:
– We stated the problem of academic knowledge dis-
covery and acquisition as a crowd-sourced database
problem where scholarly papers, Knowledge Cells
and the relationship between Knowledge Cells are
represented as rows or records with some missing at-
tributes that could be supplied by either automatic
algorithms or anonymous human workers.
– We proposed a hybrid framework integrating the ac-
curacy of human workers and the efficiency of auto-
matic algorithms to address the problem. We elab-
orated the academic knowledge graph in a two-level
view, i.e., a graph which contains at least two types
of nodes: paper nodes and Knowledge Cell nodes.
These nodes are connected via various relationships,
e.g., references of papers, the relationships between
a Knowledge Cell and its papers, and the relation-
ships between two Knowledge Cells (See Fig. 4). We
implemented the system, a Platform for Academic
kNowledge Discovery and Acquisition (PANDA),
which consists of three main components: data ac-
quisition, data storage and search. We developed an
algorithm to filter away the PDF pages that do not
contain target Knowledge Cells. In order to inte-
grate the accuracy of human to improve the filter-
ing performance, we extended the algorithm to a
hybrid version which is adopted from the ideas of
Uncertainty and MinExpError proposed by [25].
– In order to evaluate the effectiveness and the ac-
curacy of anonymous workers, we conducted three
crowdsourcing experiments on Amazon Mechanical
Turk for PDF page filtering, boundary identification
and review. In the page filtering tasks, the average
accuracy of human workers achieves 92.8%, while
identifying tasks achieves 93% and the review tasks
95%.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we briefly overview the related work. Then,
we give the definitions of Knowledge Cell and Academic
Knowledge Graph as well as the statement of the prob-
lem (Section 3). Next, Section 4 gives an overview of
academic knowledge acquisition framework, and Sec-
tion 5 introduces the current system implementation
and primary experiments results. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes the paper and gives insights into future work.
2 Related Work
In this section, several outstanding tools and systems
that are most similar to our research are firstly reviewed
and then we review the existing studies on information
extraction from scientific literatures. We also introduce
the state-of-the-art studies on crowdsourcing which will
play crucial roles in our research work.
2.1 Management of Knowledge within Scientific
Literature
Scientific literature contains some academic knowledge
which is valuable but previously unknown. Tremendous
interests have been given to extraction and manage-
ment of research data within scientific literature.
One example is Digital Curation (DC)5 which indi-
cates the activities to maintain research data long-term
including selection, preservation, maintenance, collec-
tion and archiving of digital assets and the process of
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital curation
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extraction of important information from scientific lit-
erature. Another example is Deep Indexing(DI)6 which
is used in ProQuest7to index the research data within
scholarly articles that are often invisible to traditional
bibliographic searches. In ScienceDirect8, an advanced
images search returns only figures, photos and video,
not articles. Figures and tables are also listed in the
left pane of the full-article page. And in CiteSeerX9,
it allows the users to search keywords and text within
snippets in or around tables. However, unlike these sys-
tems that mainly focus on searching Figures and Tables,
in PandaSearch [11], we aim to provide more extensive
search over more diverse categories of Knowledge Cells,
such as Definitions, Algorithms, Theorems, Lemmas,
and so on.
There are also some other kinds of academic knowl-
edge such as similarity relationships between scientific
documents, trending articles in hot topics, etc. Most
recently, for example, Alewiwi et al. [1] proposed an ef-
ficient filtering method based on the Z-order prefix to
find highly similar documents. Swaraj et al. [31] pro-
posed a fast approach to find trending articles and hot
topics big bibliographic datasets. Note that our objec-
tive in this paper is to build an academic knowledge
graph utilizing relationships of Knowledge Cells, which
is significantly different with them.
2.2 Automatic Information Extraction from Scientific
Literature
Along with the rapid expansion of digital libraries, PDF
has been gradually a de facto standard of digital docu-
ments.
There are usually two ways to analyze and under-
stand PDF documents, one of which is called bottom-
up or data-driven method [10]. In these methods, the
PDF pages are firstly converted into images and then
rule-based information extracting techniques are per-
formed. Identified characters are merged into words,
words to sentences and then sentences to blocks, which
would be classified into particular types (e.g. figure,
caption, table, main text, title) using a combination
of heuristics, clustering, and Machine Learning tech-
niques. Geometrical relationships (e.g. rendering order
and neighborhood) among these blocks are also utilized
in the process [17]. Statistical methods and Artificial In-
telligence techniques, including Probabilistic Modeling,





Support Vector Machines are widely used [33]. Optical
Character Recognition and Natural Language Process-
ing techniques are also necessary for textual informa-
tion extraction.
Another way is to directly analyze the PDF docu-
ments. Since the page model and document structure
are already known in advance, these methods are named
model-driven or top-down approaches [10]. Objects can
be extracted directly by analyzing the layouts and page
attributes (e.g. point size and font name). Here, many
commercial or open-source tools such as PDFBox 10
and libSVM11 can be exploited.
Nevertheless, as mentioned in Section 1, it is really
a cumbersome task for current rule-based or machine
learning based extracting algorithms to handle diverse
layouts of journals, different characteristics of each type
of Knowledge Cells, etc.
2.3 Task-Oriented Crowdsourcing
During the last decade, crowdsourcing has become pop-
ular among companies, institutions and universities as
a promising on-line problem solving paradigm tapping
the intelligence of the crowd. Crowdsourcing platforms
such as Mechanical Turk have been widely applied to
solve various tasks such as data collection, image la-
beling, recognition and categorization, translation [24],
etc. Basically, the studies on crowdsourcing mainly fo-
cus on: (1) definitions and taxonomy; (2) applications
and systems; (3) motivations and incentives; (4) task
designing and assignment; (5) answers aggregation and
quality control. All of the above aspects are thoroughly
discussed in recent surveys [5,9,16,24,27,30,34,35]. In
computer science, crowdsourcing is highly connected to
human computation [7,19,27], which replaces machines
with humans in certain computational steps where hu-
mans usually perform better. Just as stated in [27] that
crowdsourcing is a form of collective intelligence that
overlaps human computation. In this subsection, we
just briefly review recent progresses on task-oriented
crowdsourcing such as task design, answers aggrega-
tion and quality control that are most relevant to our
research.
2.3.1 Crowdsourcing task and workflow
According to [24], crowdsourcing tasks can be catego-
rized into two types: micro-tasks and complex-tasks.
While micro-tasks are atomic operations, complex-tasks
10 http://pdfbox.apache.org/
11 https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm/
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are organized sets (e.g. workflows) of micro-tasks with
a specific purpose.
When solving complex tasks, different methods, for
example, crash and rerun,map reduce,divide and con-
quer can be utilized to manage workflows of tasks [24].
Some of the predefined templates or design patterns for
task design, workflow design, and reviewing methodolo-
gies have been provided [3]. Sabou et al. [29] proposed
a set of best practice guidelines for crowdsourcing task
design. Luz et al. [23] proposed a semi-automatic work-
flow generation process for human-computer micro-task
workflows. This process is based in a 3-layered archi-
tecture that defines the set of operations performed
by micro-tasks on top of domain ontologies. Lofi et al.
[22]extensively investigated hybrid crowdsourcing hu-
man computation workflows and abstracted generic de-
sign patterns. Each design pattern is described and dis-
cussed with a special focus on its requirements, con-
straints, and effects on the overall workflow.
2.3.2 Answers Aggregation
One of the biggest challenges of crowdsourcing is ag-
gregating the answers collected from the crowd. On one
hand, a number of human workers with different back-
ground or wide-ranging levels of expertise might lead
to high contradiction and uncertainty. On the other
hand, human workers are prone to error because of the
carelessness, insufficient expertise or the difficulty of
questions themselves. Additionally, malicious workers
or spammers can submit random answers to pursuit
monetary profit or rewards. Many aggregation tech-
niques have been proposed, which are generally per-
formed in two ways: Non-Iterative and Iterative. Ma-
jority Decision(MD) [20], for example, is a simple non-
iterative approach that selects the answer with highest
votes as the final value. While in iterative methods, such
as Expectation and Maximization (EM) [13], a series
of iterations will be performed. Each iteration contains
two steps [12]: (1) update the aggregated value of each
question based on the workers expertise, and (2) adjust
the expertise of each worker based on the answers. The
authors of [12] presented a benchmark to evaluate the
performance of star-of-the-art aggregation techniques
within a common framework. The metrics include com-
putation time, accuracy, robustness and adaptivity to
multi-labeling.
2.3.3 Quality control
A central challenge of crowdsourcing is how to keep
balance between the expected monetary costs and re-
sults quality in mind. So far, some good mechanisms
have been proposed to detect malicious behavior and
fraud. For example, Rzeszotarski et al. [28] presented
CrowdScape, a system that supports the human eval-
uation of complex tasks through interactive visualiza-
tion and mixed initiative machine learning. Joglekar et
al. [14]devised techniques to generate confidence inter-
vals for worker error estimates. Allahbakhsh et al. [2]
proposed a general framework for characterizing two
main dimensions of quality control:worker profiles and
task design. Dai et al. [4] and Panos et al. [26] sep-
arately devoted themselves to analyzing and optimiz-
ing existing workflows to improve both the quality and
the cost of crowdsourcing. Li et al. [21] put forward
a crowdsourcing fraud detection method to find out
the spammer according to the psychological difference.
Wang et al. [32] developed a machine learning model
against practical adversarial attacks in the context of
detecting malicious crowdsourcing activity.
2.4 Crowdsourcing as a Tool for Knowledge
Acquisition
Crowdsourcing is a relatively new approach for knowl-
edge acquisition. Based on this approach, many kinds
of problems can be distributed and resolved through
the adoption of appropriate web-based platforms. For
example, Kamar [15] studied how to fuse human and
machine contributions to predict the behaviors of work-
ers and presented a principled approach for consen-
sus crowdsourcing. Lofi et al. [22] extensively investi-
gated hybrid crowdsourcing human computation work-
flows and abstracted five generic design patterns, such
as Magic Filter, Crowd Trainer, Machine Inprovement,
Virtual Worker and High Confidence Switching. Each
pattern is described and discussed with a special fo-
cus on its requirements, constraints, and effects on the
overall workflow and can be extended and combined
to support more complex workflows. Kondreddi [18]
presented Higgins, a novel system architecture that ef-
fectively integrates an automatic Information Extrac-
tion (IE) engine and a Human Computing (HC) engine.
With the help of semantic resources like WordNet, Con-
ceptNet, Higgins is used for knowledge acquisition by
crowdsourced gathering of relationships between char-
acters in narrative descriptions of movies and books.
Mozafari et al. [25] proposed two Active Learning al-
gorithms for labeling tasks in crowd-sourced databases,
MinExpError and Uncertainty, to decide which items
should be switched to the crowd. They also developed a
crowdsourcing allocating technique, called Partitioning-
Based Allocation (PBA), which dynamically partitions
the unlabeled items according to difficulty and adjust
the number of required human workers.
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Fig. 3 A Fragment of an Academic Knowledge Graph
Although there are already so many techniques and
systems for knowledge acquisition, most of them are
optimized for specific application domains or particu-
lar types of information and hence not well-suited for all
kinds of information extraction tasks. They cannot be
directly applied to academic knowledge discovery and
acquisition with the consideration of challenges men-
tioned in Section 1.
3 Problem Statement
In this section, we first give the general definitions of
Knowledge Cell and Academic Knowledge Graph.
Definition 1 A Knowledge Cell is a meaningful in-
formation object within an academic document. Each
Knowledge Cell should have some attributes including
an identifier (e.g. kid), paper identifier (e.g. pid that
indicates the paper which this Knowledge Cell belongs
to), type (e.g. Definition, Figure, Theorem, Algorithm,
Table, Lemma, etc.), name (e.g. algorithm name, defini-
tion name, figure caption, table caption, etc.), content
(e.g. the pseudo code of an Algorithm, the graphical
area of a Figure, etc.) and key phrases (i.e. the refer-
ence contexts of a Knowledge Cell which are usually
some sentences or paragraphs). Especially, papers are
also of a special kind of Knowledge Cells that have at-
tributes like paper identifier (e.g. pid), title, authors,
pages, conference or journal, date, etc.
Definition 2 An Academic Knowledge Graph is
a directed graph AKG=(K,R), where K is the set of
Knowledge Cells extracted from a collection of aca-
demic documents, and R = {(k1, k2, r)|k1, k2 ∈ K, k1 6=
k2, and r is the relationship between k1 and k2}. Note
Fig. 4 A Two-Level View of a General Academic
Knowledge Graph
that k1 and k2 are two Knowledge Cells either from one
PDF file or two different files.
For example, Fig. 3 illustrates a fragment of an
Academic Knowledge Graph. We use different shapes
to represent different kind of Knowledge Cells and ar-
rows with different labels to represent various relation-
ships. If the citation relationships between papers are
also taken into account, we will obtain a General Aca-
demic Knowledge Graph (GAKG) which contains at
least two categories of nodes and three kinds of edges
(See Fig. 4.). One category of nodes are important pa-
pers and others are Knowledge Cells from those pa-
pers. The edges include the relationships between (i)
each paper to its citations, (ii) each Knowledge Cell
to its paper, and (iii) two relevant Knowledge Cells.
Thus the General Academic Knowledge Graph could be
viewed in a two-level manner. The top level is at paper
level and about all the references between papers. The
“deep level” is of Knowledge Cells with their detailed
relationships. These two levels could be navigated from
each other via the edges between Knowledge Cells and
their papers.
With the aid of an Academic Knowledge Graph,
academic search engines could provide more accurate
search results for a deep-level information discovery and
exploration. For example, they could improve the ranks
of papers that contain those Knowledge Cells match-
ing the keywords. And they could also provide a fine-
grained search regarding to Knowledge Cells directly,
such as Definitions, Algorithms, Figures, Tables, etc.
By this way, we can look “inside” the PDF documents
instead of scanning the long list of papers. Further, aca-
demic search engines could provide a set of SQL-like
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APIs for developers and external systems as demon-
strated in the following examples. 12.
Example 1 : Consider a query to find the Figures that
contain keywords “inverted list” in their captions. At
the same time, we also want to get the titles of papers
in which those Figures appear.
SELECT p.pid, p.title, k.name, k.content




To support this query, the search engine should find
Figures from Knowledge Cells that contain “inverted
list” in their captions. Unless the Figures have been
previously obtained and stored in a repository, we must
identify and extract them by automatic algorithms or
soliciting human workers. Additionally, we need to ex-
tract the name, caption, content and other attributes
of each Knowledge Cell for more queries. If some values
of these attributes are missing, automatic algorithms or
human workers will be invoked to fill them.
Example 2 : To find those algorithms which are vari-
ants or have been compared with an Algorithm whose
name is related to “hash join” algorithm. Especially,
we hope that the two Algorithms mentioned above are
from different papers.
SELECT k1.pid, k1.name, k2.pid, k2.name
FROM cells k1, cells k2
WHERE relations(k1,k2) IN ("CMP","VARNT")
AND contains(k2.name,"hash join")
AND k1.type = k2.type = "Algorithm"
AND k1.pid != k2.pid;
In Example 2, we assume that the relationships be-
tween k1 and k2 have been identified and extracted and
represented in an Academic Knowledge Graph, where
CMP can represent the comparison relationship be-
tween k1 and k2 and VARNT means k1 is a variant or
extension of k2, for example, as is shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4.
More relationships between two arbitrary Knowl-
edge Cells A and B (e.g. REF indicates A is referenced
as B in another paper; PRF indicates A is referenced in
proof of B; DEPD indicates A depends on B; EXMP
indicates A is an example of B, etc.) can be manually
identified and extracted by human workers with some
hints/guidances or automatically by heuristic rules in
12 We extend the standard SQL statements to illustrate
these examples. Tables like papers and cells can be either
relational tables or non-relational data collections, and func-
tions like “relations” and “contains” can be some built-in
functions. It doesn’t affect the problem statement.
Fig. 5 The Architecture of the Platform
the future extraction process. As described above, we
can state the problem as follows.
Problem Statement. In this research, the problem
of academic knowledge discovery and acquisition can
be modeled as a crowd-sourced database problem [6],
where scholarly papers as well as the Knowledge Cells
and their key phrases and relationships can be repre-
sented as rows or records with some missing attributes
that could be supplied by either automatic algorithms
or anonymous human workers. We mainly focus on how
to design such hybrid workflows that could transpar-
ently combine the automatic algorithms and crowd-
sourced tasks.
4 An Overview of the Academic Knowledge
Acquisition Framework
Our platform, named PANDA (the Platform for Aca-
demic kNowledge Discovery and Acquisition) is inte-
grated with our previous work on PandaSearch [11].
Our ultimate objective is to build a platform for re-
searchers to find the desirable information within the
scientific literature and to assimilate the research data
quickly and effectively. Fig. 5 shows the architecture
of the platform, which consists of three main compo-
nents: Data acquisition, Data storage and Search.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the component of
data acquisition. We propose a hybrid framework for
academic knowledge discovery and acquisition, i.e, iden-
tifying and extracting Knowledge Cells and their rela-
tionships from PDF documents. We briefly describe the
framework as a multi-stage process as follows.
(1) Preprocessing stage. In this stage, we collect a
large corpus of PDF documents by crawling public web-
sites. Metadata information of each paper including the
title, abstract, journal name or conference name, infor-
mation about the authors also should be harvested in
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advance from DBLP, Google Scholar, etc. Next, in or-
der to perform text analysis for extracting the topics
and contexts of each Knowledge Cell, they should be
firstly converted into a standard textual format. Fur-
ther, it is necessary to split each PDF document into
pages for automatic extraction and Human Intelligence
Tasks. Some PDF pages that obviously do not contain
the target Knowledge Cells should be filtered away.
(2) Extracting knowledge using automatic algo-
rithms. In this stage, heuristic methods and machine
learning algorithms are employed to identify and ex-
tract Knowledge Cells and their relationships. In our
hybrid framework, they should also provide a confi-
dence estimation on how accurate and reliable an iden-
tified result is likely to be. According to the confidence
value, the results with high value will be retained. Oth-
erwise, the current page will be switched to the crowd-
sourcing layer as a Human Intelligence Task Candidate
(HITC). Obviously, special strategies have to be de-
signed to make the algorithms confidence-aware, i.e.,
transmitting the extracting tasks with low confidence
to the crowdsourcing platform, otherwise accepting the
results. The most challenging work is how to define and
calculate the confidence value and adjust the filtering
threshold dynamically with consideration of time cost,
result quality and budget of crowdsourcing.
(3) Designing crowdsourcing tasks. In this stage,
Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) for extracting cer-
tain Knowledge Cell will be generated based on the set
of Human Intelligence Task Candidates. Based on the
hybrid algorithmic-crowdsourcing work-flows, we aim
to build a task-oriented crowdsourcing system. Human
workers would be recruited for generating initial train-
ing dataset or manually confirming the ambiguous re-
sults for the algorithmic peer. Various tasks including
identifying Knowledge Cells, reviewing other worker’s
answers are published through web-based interfaces.
(4) Crowdsourcing process management. While
undertaking the crowdsourcing tasks, human workers
may make innocent or deliberate mistakes. Crowdsourc-
ing answers aggregation and quality control issues will
be investigated to guarantee the quality of results. From
the perspective of quality control, we should develop
a tutorial module and a test module. Human workers
have to take the tutorial tasks to learn how to per-
form the tasks and pass the test, otherwise, they could
not apply the formal extraction tasks and review tasks.
A crowdsourcing cost model is also crucial for our re-
search. We try to study how to achieve a higher quality
with a fixed budget, or complimentary, how to reduce
the cost with quality constraints.
5 Current System Implementation
In this section, we introduce the system implementation
and interesting experimental results. The architecture
of current system implementation is divided into 4 lay-
ers, as is shown in Fig. 6.
5.1 Data Storage
There are mainly two data stores (See Fig. 6.). One
is the PDF documents repository. More than 2.9 Mil-
lion PDF documents have been crawled from the pub-
lic websites. The other important part of data store
is the Academic Knowledge Base, where the extracted
Knowledge Cells and the Academic Knowledge Graph
are stored. We list the data type and the correspond-
ing number we have obtained in Table 1. The current
volume of the whole dataset is nearly 4 Tera bytes.
5.2 Algorithmic Layer
Currently, we have built an algorithm to filter away the
PDF pages that do not contain target Knowledge Cells.
Considering the sparsity of each kind of Knowledge
Cells, the page filtering algorithm is obviously helpful
to reduce the workloads of identification of Knowledge
Cells. For example, we observed that nearly 70% PDF
pages do not contain Figures in our sampled 723 PDF
documents. Of course, we should first provide a spec-
ification to tell which kind of Knowledge Cells to be
identified and extracted.
In this paper, we mainly focus on page filtering algo-
rithm for Figures, leaving other categories of Knowledge
Cells for future work. Specifically, given a set of unla-
beled PDF pages, our filtering algorithm should firstly
label each of them whether it contains Figures or not.
It is actually a simple binary classifier which is first
trained based on the extracted features from the la-
beled PDF pages. The extracted features, for example,
include: (1) Whether it contains a new line beginning
with keywords “Figure” or “Fig.” or “FIGURE”; (2)
The keyword is followed by a number; (3) Bold font or
not; (4) Capitalized or not, (5) The number of rows in
the page; (6) The average length and width of text rows
in this page, (7) Is it a “Title page”, (8) Is it a “cover
page” etc.
The fundamental challenge here is to design a se-
lection strategies (e.g., a score function that returns
a confidence value) that takes the difficulty of identi-
fying a Knowledge Cell into consideration. Currently,
we adopt the ideas of Uncertainty and MinExpError
proposed by Mozafari, et.al [25]. Uncertainty algorithm
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Fig. 6 The Implementation of the Prototype











aims to ask the crowd to label the PDF pages that are
difficult for the classifier but relatively easy for human
workers. Intuitively, the difficulty refers to the uncer-
tainty of a classifier, that is to say, the more uncertain
the classifier is the more likely it will mislabel the page.
But as observed in [25], those pages that have different
labels with the classifier results may have larger impact
on the classifiers performance. Thus MinExpError al-
gorithm takes into account both the uncertainty and
the false labeled data items. That is, we aim to as-
sign the most beneficial PDF pages to human workers
under a given crowdsourcing budget, for example, the
number of Human Intelligence Tasks. The binary clas-
sifier operates in the straightforward manner. Because
the PDF documents naturally can be partitioned into
different groups according to their publishing venues or
years. The PDF pages in a same group usually have
similar document structures and layouts, so it is easy
for the pageFilter to process. What we should do is pro-
vide some labeled items as initial training data for each
group. The number of crowdsourced PDF pages k is
determined by two parameters: an expected F-measure
Q and an expected maximum of HITs N .
The Uncertainty and MinExpError algorithms are
detailed in [25], so we just give the pseudocode of the
pageFilter as is shown in Algorithm 1. In our current
settings, the pageFilter takes as input (i) a set of unla-
beled PDF pages U ; (ii) a set of labeled PDF pages T
as training set; (iii) a score/ranking function F which
operates based on a binary classifier C; (iv) a switch
strategy S, and (v) a budget B, i.e, an expected maxi-
mum of HITs N and an F-Mesure value Q. For example,
we evaluate the pageFilter over 723 PDF documents
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Algorithm 1 pageFilter
Input:
T is a set of labeled PDF pages.
U is a set of unlabeled PDF pages.
F is a score/ranking function.
S is a switch strategy.
B is a budget, i.e, a maximum N of HITs and an F-
Mesure value Q.
Output:
R is a set of PDF pages that contain Figures, R⊂U.
1: Compute the scores for pages in U: W←F(C,T,U);
2: Select U’⊂U based on S(W,B(N,Q),U);
3: Send the PDF pages in U-U’ to the binary classifier C
for labels, i.e., MR←C(T,U-U’);
4: Send the pages in U’ to crowd: CR←Crowd(U’);
5: R←MR∪CR;
6: return R;
containing 5514 PDF pages. We labeled 500 pages as
training set, 293 of them contain Figures and 207 pages
without any Figures. We set the F-Measure to 90% and
the maximum of HITs to N = 551 (i.e., 10% of the un-
labeled PDF pages). At last, we obtained k = 473 PDF
pages switched to the crowdsourcing layer, otherwise,
k = 551 pages will be crowdsourced.
We also have built a boundary detector to identify
the location and the boundary rectangle of each Figure.
As is shown in Algorithm 2, the first step is to split the
PDF document into pages. And then call the pageFilter
to filter the pages that do not contain Figures. The
locations of Figures are found by locating their captions
in the paper. To identify the captions, we analyze the
texts and layout of the page converted by PDFBox. We
also take advantage of the open source libSVM classifier
to identify the bounding rectangles of Figures based on
the bounding boxes of all the text blocks, the fonts and
font sizes, the height of lines, etc. The up-left and low-
right corners of a bounding rectangle are computed by
an algorithm, and then sent to an image cropper (i.e.
the Cropper in Fig. 6.) for segmenting. The cropped
image is indexed and stored for further usage.
We perform an initial experiment for extracting Fig-
ures within nearly 4,000 SIGMOD papers from 1980 to
2014. To evaluate the performance of boundary detec-
tor, we use Completeness and Purity in addition to
the common metrics in IR: Precision , Recall and F-
Measure. A Knowledge Cell’s graphical component is
complete when it includes all the objects in the ex-
act region and pure if it does not contain anything
that does not belong to the Knowledge Cell. A correctly
identified component of a Knowledge Cell is therefore
both complete and pure. As an example, we give the
definitions for evaluation measures of Figures as fol-
lows:
Algorithm 2 boundaryDetector.
Input: A set of PDF pages, D.




4: while FilteredPages.hasMore() do
5: CurPage←FilteredPages.nextPage();
6: Locations←Rule-based-Locating(CurPage,TextFile);

















Fig. 7 shows the performance of current automatic
algorithms for extracting Figures. The PDF files in the
early years are scanned image files of the hardcopies
of papers, which makes them difficult to be identified
due to the low quality or resolutions. This is why the
performance for papers from 1980 to 1989 are lower
than those of the later years.
As can be seen in Table 1, the number of Figures
is much more than other Knowledge Cells. This is be-
cause we currently focus on the extraction of Figures.
The algorithms for extracting other Knowledge Cells,
currently achieving 78% precision, 72% recall for Defini-
tions and 84% precision, 75% recall for Algorithms [11]
for average, are still under development and need to be
further optimized. Hence we do not describe them here
due to the space limitation.
5.3 Crowdsourcing Layer
Once algorithmic layer decides which PDF pages can be
sent to the crowd, crowdsourcing tasks would be gener-
ated by the HIT generator. After being finished by hu-
man workers, the answers of HITs are aggregated and
the workers are evaluated based on their performance.
Answers with high credibility will be passed and di-
rectly output to results cache, otherwise rejected. The
results in the cache will be moved to local storage, while
the ranking and reputation of workers can be referenced
by coming applications like task assignment.
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Fig. 7 Performance of Automatic Extracting Figures
Currently, we have developed several basic crowd-
sourcing workflows in the prototype system. There are
mainly three basic Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs)
including Page Filtering, Boundary Identification
and Review. In Page Filtering, instead of simply ask-
ing the workers to confirm whether a PDF page contain
the target Knowledge Cell or not, we ask the workers
to find how many Figures in the PDF page. We group
the PDF pages according to the number of Figures in
each one and allocate them according to the group in
the next two tasks. Identifying tasks ask workers to
identify the Knowledge Cells from PDF pages. Review
tasks ask workers to check the answers of other work-
ers for the sake of quality control. Below we introduce
the Boundary Identification and Review tasks in
detail.
(1) Boundary Identification: As shown in Fig. 8a,
the worker can click the “Crop ” button and select the
bounding boxes of Figures by “drag and draw”. At the
same time, the worker is also asked to input the se-
quential number of the Figures. And optionally, they
can input the Caption of the Figure which are some-
times too difficult to be extracted by algorithms. At
last, the results for current page can be saved by click-
ing the “Save” button. All the operations must be fin-
ished within a time limit, for example, 10 minutes. In
order to keep the workers being active, tasks assigned
to each worker should not be too many. We allocate 10
tasks to each worker in the example.
(2) Review: The goal of review tasks is to evaluate
the answers contributed by other workers. For exam-
ple, we ask one worker to crop the Figures from one
PDF page, and send the answer to three reviewers to
approve or reject. Each reviewer accepts or rejects the
answer depending on his judgement of whether the im-
age of a Knowledge Cell has been well segmented. We
simply use Majority Vote of three reviewers at most
for each review task. An answer will be passed if it
is accepted by both of the two reviewers or rejected
if both of them disagree. If two reviewers have differ-
ent opinions, a third reviewer would be involved in and
give a final result. This basic review method can evalu-
ate answers with lower crowdsourcing cost because the
third reviewer is not always invoked, especially when
the tasks are easy enough for human workers to make
a decision but too difficult for computer algorithms.
Finally, we send the confirmed data to our local
server in terms of JSON which includes the page size,
the final cropped positions and size as well as some de-
scriptions of the Knowledge Cells. The Cropper of local
server, as is shown in Fig. 6, will cutout and save the
images according to the coordinateness.
5.4 Experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk
A crucial issue of our hybrid framework is how to recruit
enough workers without special training and expertise
to correctly identify and extract Knowledge Cells. To
address this problem, as mentioned above, we try to
break the crowdsourcing tasks into several small and
simple tasks which do not require any specific exper-
tise. In order to evaluate the effectiveness and the ac-
curacy of anonymous human workers, we perform 3 ex-
periments on Amazon Mechanical Turk13: Page Fil-
tering, Boundary Identification and Review. We
published the 473 PDF pages switched to the crowd-
sourcing layer. We firstly recruit some student volun-
teers to labeled them for an initial training set. For Page
Filtering tasks, the average accuracy of AMT workers
achieves 92.8%, while Boundary Identification achieves
93% and Review achieves 95%.
Another important issue is the huge amount of PDF
documents, that is, it is unfeasible to recruit enough
human workers on crowdsourcing platform like Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk to finish the work. To overcome
such scaling problems, we could embed the crowdsourc-
ing tasks into our PandaSearch system and engage the
users of the system help us to identify Knowledge Cells.
For example, in the future, we can allow authors to up-
load their published papers to our system and do the
crowdsourcing tasks. To this end, we design and imple-
ment a user-friendly interface. We can also invite the
users of PandaSearch in the feedback loops. As illus-
trated in Fig. 4, the returned results towards a query
can be also organized in a two-level manner. When users
click a paper in the list, the system could display all the
Knowledge Cells of the paper. While reading the con-
tent of each Knowledge Cell, the users could give feed-
back by confirming the information of the Knowledge
13 https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/cropfigure/templat
es.html
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(a) Before Identifying the Boundaries (b) After Identifying the Boundaries
Fig. 8 An Example of Web-based Interfaces for Extracting Figures
Cell or reporting errors they find. Further, they could
correct the errors via predefined interfaces.
6 Conclusion and Future Plan
In this paper, we stated the problem of academic knowl-
edge discovery and acquisition within the scientific lit-
erature as a crowd-sourced database problem where
scholarly papers, Knowledge Cells and the relationships
between Knowledge Cells are represented as rows or
records with some missing attributes that could be sup-
plied by either automatic algorithms or anonymous hu-
man workers. We proposed a hybrid framework which
integrates the accuracy of human workers and the speed
of automatic algorithms to address the problem and de-
scribed our current system implementation, a Platform
for Academic kNowledge Discovery and Acquisition
(PANDA).
In the future, we firstly plan to improve the feasi-
bility of the crowdsourcing interfaces and optimize the
design of HITs. Secondly, we will enhance current al-
gorithms with the capabilities of confidence-aware and
iterative interaction with the crowdsourcing module.
Specifically, it can be realized based on the following
aspects: (1) Selection strategies which can be used
to choose pages that will be sent to human workers;
(2) Optimization for the performance of automatic
algorithms with the aid of human contributions. For
example, crowd can provide training data or help to
validate the ambiguous answers; (3) Trade-off con-
siderations about achieving a higher quality within a
given budget, or reducing the whole cost in terms of
time and money with quality constraints. Finally, we
will extend the framework to other Knowledge Cells,
as well as the relationships among them to finally con-
struct the Academic Knowledge Graph. Our ultimate
goal is building a system for researchers to find the de-
sirable information within the scientific literature and
to assimilate the research data quickly and effectively.
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